DATA SCIENCE DAY 2018
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 14, 2018
UNION BALLROOM

http://datascience.utah.edu/dataday

SCHEDULE

9:00AM - 1:00PM  PIPELINE Career Expo
1:00PM - 1:10PM  Welcome: Data Science at Utah
1:10PM - 2:30PM  Poster and Demos
2:30PM - 3:30PM  Panel: Data Science in Industry
3:30PM - 4:50PM  Data Science + X Talks
5:00PM - 6:00PM  Keynote Talk

SIGN-UP TO PRESENT

POSTER / DEMO
EVERYBODY IS WELCOME PRESENT

KEYNOTE TALK

Usama M. Fayyad
Chief Data Officer
Barclays of London

Usama M. Fayyad, Ph.D. is Chief Data Officer and Group Managing Director at Barclays in London where his responsibilities include data governance, information risk management and the data infrastructure for BI, data warehousing, BigData and analytics technologies across the Barclays Group globally. He has also took on an additional role at Barclays as CIO of Risk, Finance, and Treasury Technology

DATA SCIENCE + X TALKS

Data Science + Health
Harish Bhat
Associate Professor

Data Science + Visualization
Alex Lex
Assistant Professor

Data Science + Energy
Amanda Smith
Assistant Professor

Data Science + Materials
Taylor Sparks
Assistant Professor

PANEL DATA SCIENCE & INDUSTRY

Goldman Sachs
Sanida Labs
Recursion Pharma